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Introduction: Changing a mineral’s temperature 

also changes how it reflects light, and the temperature-
dependent spectral variations of different minerals can 
be visualized via a mineral’s thermospectrum [1,2,3]. 
A thermospectrum is a mineral’s change in reflectance 
with changing temperature (ΔR/ΔT), plotted as a 
function of wavelength. Planetary surface temperatures 
cannot be constrained to the same degree achieved in 
laboratory trials, however thermospectral analysis of 
remotely sensed planetary datasets could provide 
additional constraints on surface composition if a given 
location can be observed at different temperatures and 
other (e.g. photometric) parameters are well 
understood. Spectra from Mercury’s surface collected 
by the Mercury Atmospheric and Surface Composition 
Spectrometer (MASCS) Visible and Infrared 
Spectrograph (VIRS) on the MErcury Surface, Space 
ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging 
(MESSENGER) spacecraft are generally smooth and 
red sloped, with almost no identifiable features [Fig. 1, 

4]. This makes their interpretation difficult and has led 
to the hypothesis that Mercury’s surface may be 
largely composed of glassy, low iron silicates [4]. 
Additionally, Mercury’s surface temperature varies 
over several hundred degrees Kelvin while illuminated 
[5]. We present a preliminary analysis of MASCS data 
used in conjunction with a ray tracing thermal model 
[5], indicating that multiple sites on Mercury’s surface 
show no thermospectral effects between .4-.7µm, 
despite temperature variation of up to 542K. We also 
present a lab-generated thermospectrum for Mg 

olivine, utilizing methodology intended to produce a 
thermospectral library of planetary materials to aid 
interpretation of surface spectra of solar system bodies 
obtained from orbit. 

Methodology:  
Laboratory thermospectrum of Mg olivine. ~.34 g 

of powdered Mg olivine was mounted in a copper 
sample holder, comprising a shallow sample well with 
an integrated thermocouple in direct contact with 
powdered sample, behind an MgF2 glass window. 
Olivine was heated and cooled under high vacuum 
conditions (10-7-10-9 torr) to prevent oxidation. Vis-
NIR spectra covering a .45-5.2µm wavelength range 
were collected using a purged FTIR spectrometer 
standardized to a powdered magnesium fluoride white 
reference (Fig. 2). The sample was cooled to 150K and 
spectra collected at consistent time intervals as the 
sample re-warmed to room temperature. The sample 
was then heated to 550-600K and spectra collected at 
regular time intervals as the sample cooled to 300K.  

Data correction factor. Lab spectra were corrected 
to account for sample-holder shifting during heating 
and cooling. Ten wavelengths encompassing a range 
surrounding 2.45µm were averaged for each spectrum, 
and these averages plotted vs. spectrum index number 
to track the change in reflectance occurring with 
temperature at 2.45µm. We assume olivine’s 
reflectance at 2.45µm is insensitive to temperature 
change, and thus attributed changes in reflectance at 
this wavelength to instrument shifting. Each spectrum 
was multiplied by the correction factor required to 

 
Figure 1. Representative Vis-NIR Mercury surface 
spectra collected using MASCS [4].   
 

 
Figure 2. APL Optical Lab Spectrometer setup used for 
laboratory generation of Mg olivine thermospectrum [3].  
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Spectra$collecVon:$$
•  VisNNIR" spectra" collected" between" 0.45N5.2μm" for"

powdered"Mg"olivine"using"a"purged"FTIR"spectrometer"
[Fig."2,"3]"

•  Spectra" collected" at" regular" intervals" as" sample" was"
heated/cooled" from"600KN150K"under"high"vacuum" to"
prevent"oxidaZon.""

Thermospectrum$CalculaVon: $$
•  Corrected"reflectance"vs."temperature"plo\ed"for"each"

wavelength," normalized" to" 2.45"micron" reflectance" at"
300K" (300K" reflectance"predicted" via" linear" regression"
if"no"300K"spectra"was"collected)"

•  (ΔR/ΔT)"modeled" for" each"wavelength" " using" a" linear"
regression"

•  [(ΔR/ΔT)*1000]"plo\ed"as"a" funcZon"of"wavelength"to"
generate"the"final"thermospectrum"

Figure$2.$APL"OpZcal"Lab"Spectrometer"setup"[3]"

Figure$3."a)""Corrected"NIR"reflectance"spectra"of"Mg"
olivine"collected"between"a"333KN550K"b)"Laboratory"
generated"thermospectrum"for"Mg"olivine,"calculated"from"
corrected"reflectance"spectra."Dashed"line"indicates"locaZon"
of"iron"absorpZon"band"minimum"

IntroducVon:$ Changing" a" mineral’s" temperature" can" affect"
how" it" reflects" light," and" such" temperatureNdependent" spectral"
variaZons"can"be"visualized"via"a"mineral’s"thermospectrum"[1N4];"
the"change"in"a"mineral’s"reflectance"with"change"in"temperature"
(ΔR/ΔT),"plo\ed"as"a" funcZon"of"wavelength."Mercury’s" surface"
temperature"can"vary"over"several"hundred"degrees"Kelvin"during"
its" day" [5]." Spectra" from" Mercury’s" surface" collected" by" the"
Mercury" Atmospheric" and" Surface" ComposiZon" Spectrometer!
(MASCS)"Visible"and"Infrared"Spectrograph"(VIRS)"on"the"MErcury"
Surface," Space" ENvironment," GEochemistry," and" Ranging"
(MESSENGER)" spacecra&" are" generally" smooth" and" red" sloped"
(i.e." increasing" reflectance" with" increasing" wavelength)," with"
almost"no"idenZfiable"absorpZon"features"[Fig.1,"4]."Studying"the"
thermal" behavior" of" Mercury’s" surface" and" analog" materials"
could" aid" in" the" interpretaZon" of" these" MASCS" spectra" by"
revealing" absorpZon" features" masked" by" high" surface"
temperatures."""

$ We$ present$ a$ labQgenerated$ thermospectrum$ for$
Mg$ olivine,$ uVlizing$ methodology$ intended$ to$ produce$ a$
thermospectral$ library$ of$ planetary$ materials$ to$ aid$
interpretaVon$ of$ surface$ spectra$ of$ solar$ system$ bodies$
obtained$from$orbit.$We$also$present$a$preliminary$analysis$of$
MASCS$ data$ used$ in$ conjuncVon$ with$ a$ thermal$ model$ [6],$
indicaVng$ that$ mulVple$ sites$ on$ Mercury’s$ surface$ show$ no$
thermospectral$ effects$ between$ 0.4Q0.7μm,$ despite$
temperature$ variaVon$ of$ up$ to$ 542K.$ AddiVonally,$ spectral$
shape$ and$ temperature$ show$ no$ clear$ relaVonship$ between$
0.91Q1.44μm.$ However$ slight$ increases$ observed$ in$ average$
thermospectral$ magnitude$ and$ slope$ in$ nearQinfrared$ region$
relaVve$ to$ that$ in$ the$ visible$ region$may$ indicate$ that$MASCS$
reflectance$ data$ at$ long$wavelengths$ is$ influenced$ by$ thermal$
emission."
"

Mg$olivine$thermospectrum$analysis:$
•  Temperature$dependent$spectral$variaVon$observed$in$
Mg$ olivine$ is$ consistent$ with$ previously$ reported$
variaVons$for$olivine$[Fig.$3b,$1,$2].$"

•  LocaZon" of" ~1.05" μm" thermospectral" peak" (iron"
absorpZon"band"minimum)"is"same"as"that"reported"by"
[2]," locaZon" and" magnitude" of" other" thermospectral"
features"differ"significantly""

•  Reported$differences$are$most$likely$due$to$differences$
in$composiVon,"as"changing"olivine"composiZon"affects"
the" longwave" extent" and" shape" of" the" 1" μm" band"
significantly.""

"

LABORATORY$THERMOSPECTRUM$OF$MG$
OLIVINE:""

THERMOSPECTRAL$EFFECTS$ON$MERCURY:$$
Thermospectra"were" calculated" for"Mercury’s" surface" by" collecZng" calibrated" reflectance" spectra" from" the"
Planetary" Data" System" (PDS)," at" locaZons" assumed" to" have" similar" composiZons," where" mulZple" MASCS"
ground"tracks"intersected"(Fig."6)."A"model"temperature"was"calculated"for"each"spectra"[6]."$
The$effect$of$temperature$change$on$Mercury’s$surface$reflectance$was$assessed$using$two$approaches:$
"

"
"

1)$LocaVon$based$thermospectra:$One"thermospectrum"
each"generated"for"12"lowNnoise"locaZons"on"Mercury’s"
surface"(Fig."6)."ResulZng"thermospectra"averaged"to"produce"
a"single"thermospectrum.""
"

2)$Binned$surface$spectra$analysis:$Spectra"used"to"
calculate"locaZon"based"thermospectra,"encompassing"a"
112KN656K"temperature"range,"were"binned"into"10K"
temperature"intervals"regardless"of"locaZon,"then"averaged"
and"smoothed"

Shortwave$Thermospectral$VariaVon$[.4Q.7$
μm$range]:""

Thermospectral$variaVon$in$the$NIR$region$
[.91Q1.44$μm$range]:""

ImplicaVons?$

References"

$
•  Thermospectral"magnitude"and"slope"in"this"region"

are"effecZvely"0,"indicaZng"no$variaVon$in$surface$
reflectance$with$changing$temperature$(Fig."7a)""

•  LocaZon"based"thermospectra"reveal"no$correlaVon$
between$spectral$shape/magnitude$and$
temperature$change,"despite"encompassing"surface"
temperature"variaZon"of"up"to"~550K"(Fig."7aNb)""

•  Shape/magnitude"of"binned"reflectance"spectra"
analyzed"using"methodology"used"for"433"Eros"[2],"
also"show"no"systemaZc"variaZon"with"temperature"
(Fig."8,"3)"

$$
$

•  Absence"of"temperatureNdependent"spectral"variaZon"
on"Mercury"may"suggest"that"its"surface"has"been"
permanently"altered"to"such"a"degree"that"expected"
heaZng"effects"are"not"possible""

•  Supports""hypothesis"that"Mercury’s"surface"materials"
have"been"extensively"processed"by"thermal"cycling"
[9]"and""that"the"smooth,"featureless"nature"of"MASCS"
spectra"may"be"strongly"influenced"by"space"
weathering"processes"

•  Spectral"features"of"the"regolith"present"at"our"
analyzed"locaZons"may"be"dominated"by"space"
weathering,"fine"grain"size,"glass,"and"nanophase"iron"
[5,8]""

•  PotenZal"increases"in"thermospectral"shape"and"
magnitude"in"NIR"region"could"represent"a"longNwave"
thermospectral"effect"or"potenZal"influence"on"
spectral"shape"by"thermal"emission"at"increasing"
wavelengths"[7]"

$

•  LocaZon"based"thermospectra"may$suggest$that$
thermospectral$slope$and$magnitude$in$this$region$
are$generally$posiVve"(Fig"7aNb)"

•  Shape"of"binned"average"reflectance"spectra"show"no$
systemaVc$variaVon$with$temperature$in$this$range$
outside$of$calculated$uncertainty"(Fig."8aNc,"3)"

•  RaZoed"reflectance"spectra"show"no$temperature$
dependent$variability$in"shape/magnitude$outside$of$
expected$uncertainty$between$.95Q1.15$μm$(~1.05"
micron"iron"absorpZon"feature$idenZfied"in"labN
generated"olivine"thermospectrum)"(Fig."8cNd)$

•  Noise"in"binned"spectra"and"average"thermospectra"
exceeds"variability"demonstrated"on"433"Eros"[2]"in"
this"range"(Fig."8aNb)"

a)"

b)"
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are poorly known we can make a reasonable 
fit based on the shape of  the thermal com- 
ponent. However ,  the thermal component  
could be computed using the wrong models 
giving an erroneous reflectance. Thus as in 
the example of  the Mercury analysis pre- 
sented here there could be a slope change in 
the reflectance from 1.5 to 2 .5 /zm relative 
to 0.6 to 1.5/xm. There could also be a very 
broad absorption feature extending from 1.5 
to 2.5 ~m. Thus the method is insensitive to 
features which extend over  the entire wave- 
length region of  the thermal component.  

There are two ways to look for large 
spectral features in the reflectance curve. 
One is to extend the wavelength coverage 
so the thermal component  coverage is 
greater than the features sought. This can 
be accomplished with as little as one data 
point at a longer wavelength. For instance, 
in the case of  Mercury,  a point at 4 or 5 p,m 
would greatly constrain the fit, although the 
wavelength coverage is likely to necessitate 
an analysis where emissivity is wavelength 
dependent. 

Another  method is to observe the surface 

at two or more different temperatures.  If  the 
temperature difference between observa- 
tions is known or the temperatures at the 
two observations are known then the reflec- 
tance from the two observations can be cor- 
related to constrain the fit. An example of  
this is shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8 is a simula- 
tion of  a planetary reflectance spectrum 
with thermal components at three different 
temperatures.  I f  we measured the spectra 
with the 706 and 395 ° thermal components,  
we can see the large difference in the long 
wavelengths. For instance, the spectrum 
with 395°K thermal is essentially equal to 
the reflectance at 3 ~m. Thus, since we 
know the reflectance at 3 /.tm, we have a 
powerful constraint in the removal of the 
706°K component.  Of course, the more 
thermal component  we must remove,  the 
more likely we are to have errors in the 
resultant reflectance spectrum. 

We must also address the problem of the 
thermal emission tending to mask absorp- 
tion features in the reflectance spectrum. 
Since ~ ~ 1 - Rx, a decrease in reflectiv- 
ity will tend to cause an increase in emissiv- 
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FIG. 8. Simulated planetary reflectance plus thermal components. The curves from top to bottom 
represent reflectance plus 706°K thermal component; reflectance plus 600°K thermal; reflectance plus 
395°K thermal; and reflectance with no thermal component. 
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Figure$6.$a)$Example"of"intersecZng"MASCS"ground"tracks."b)$Numbered"study"
locaZons"mapped"on"interpolated"MASCS/VIRS"color"global"mosaic"baseNmap."Select"
lowNnoise"locaZons"uZlized"to"generate"locaZon"based"thermospectra"
[11,14,15,16,23,27,32,39,42,44,46,48]"highlighted"in"red.""
""

Figure$1."RepresentaZve"VisNNIR"Mercury"surface"spectra"collected"
using"MASCS"(modified"from"[4])."a)$Average"surface"spectrum"[4],"
b)$Spectral"range"exhibited"by"Mercury’s"surface"[4]","c)$Average"
spectrum"of"locaZons"chosen"to"asses"thermospectral"variaZon"on"
Mercury’s"surface"(129"spectra"total,"[Fig."6])","plo\ed"with"2"sigma"
error.""
""

Wavelength"(Microns)"

a)$

b)$

a)$

b)$

c)$

d)$

[K]$

Figure$7.$a)$Average"of"all"locaZon"based"thermospectra,"plo\ed"with"
smoothed"1"sigma"error"envelope."Red"thermospectrum"represents"
smoothed"average."Dashed"line"indicates"locaZon"associated"with"
thermospectral"variaZon"related"to"iron"absorpZon"[Fig."3]."$b)$Comparison"
of"locaZon"based"thermospectral"slopes,"calculated"for"the"Vis"range"[.4N.7"
microns],"and"NIR"range"[.99N1.4"microns],"plo\ed"with"1"sigma"error."Solid"
lines"represent"average"slope"calculated"for"each"wavelength"range.""
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FIG. 3. Average spectra of each temperature bin shown in Fig. 2, normal-
ized to the average spectrum of the entire northern hemisphere data set. Each
spectrum is offset 0.0012 in reflectance from its neighbor. The highest temper-
ature bin spectrum (260–270 K) is the topmost curve, and the spectrum of the
coldest bin (170–180 K) is the bottom curve. Systematic variations in the shape
of the spectrum with temperature are evident.

3. DISCUSSION

Two aspects of these spectral-temperature results contain in-
formation regarding the surface of Eros: the spectral content
of the effect and its magnitude. For the purposes of this paper
we do not discuss the latter, though the magnitude does con-
tain information on Eros’s composition and physical properties.
Specifically, the magnitude of the spectral-temperature effect
is governed by grain size and the abundance of spectrally in-
active materials coexisting with materials which are spectrally
temperature-active. Grain size influences the magnitude of the
effect because grain size affects the strength of the bands upon
which the temperature effect is superimposed. However, in this
study we compare only effects which have been normalized for
total contrast. This is analogous to comparing normalized re-
flectance spectra.

We compare the spectral variation of temperature sensitivity
to that of minerals and meteorites and show that Eros appears
to have an olivine-rich surface in abundances consistent with
previous analyses.

As olivine and orthopyroxene are important minerals for me-
teorites and asteroids, and are markedly temperature-active, we
first show their properties derived from the work of Hinrichs
and Lucey (2001). Figure 4 shows the spectra of olivine and
orthopyroxene obtained over a range of temperatures and il-
lustrates the systematic variation in their spectra with temper-
ature. The manner in which near-IR spectra of olivine and or-
thopyroxene vary with temperature is unique to each mineral.
Figure 5 illustrates the dependence of reflectance upon temper-
ature for olivine and orthopyroxene at two wavelengths, 1.03
and 1.4 µm. At 1.03 µm olivine shows a weak dependence
of reflectance on temperature, while at this same wavelength

orthopyroxene shows a strong dependence; at 1.4 µm the reverse
is true. We quantify the wavelength-dependent spectral behavior
by fitting the reflectance versus temperature data at each wave-
length and examining the slope of the fit line as a function of
wavelength. Figure 6 shows the change in spectral reflectance
with temperature for both olivine and orthopyroxene. We refer
to this d R/dT spectrum hereafter as the “thermo-reflectance
spectrum.” (Ongoing calibration activities of the NEAR science
and engineering teams show that the highest quality NIS data are
those spectral channels between 0.9 and 1.4 µm, so the analysis
here is confined to that range. Figure 7 shows that olivine and or-
thopyroxene maintain their distinctiveness even in this restricted
wavelength range.)

FIG. 4. (a) Reflectance spectra of olivine obtained in the laboratory at
temperatures ranging from 80 to 400 K. Over the range of wavelengths used
in this analysis, olivine shows large spectral reflectance variations with tem-
perature with little change near 1 µm and marked change with temperature at
other wavelengths. (b) Reflectance spectra of pyroxene obtained at temperatures
ranging from 80 to 380 K. Over the range of wavelengths used in this analysis,
pyroxene shows large temperature variations and variations in the magnitude of
sensitivity to temperature. The positions of the greatest sensitivity to tempera-
ture are distinctly different from those of olivine, with a large change between
1 and 1.1 µm and lesser variations elsewhere.

Figure$8.$"Large"dash"line"indicates"locaZon"associated"with"thermospectral"variaZon"related"to"iron"absorpZon"[Fig."3]."a)$Reflectance"spectra"from"12"study"locaZons"(Fig"
6.)","binned"by"10K,"smoothed,"and"normalized"to".07"reflectance"at".8"microns"to"illustrate"spectral"shape"at"varying"surface"temperatures."Spectral"shape"and"magnitude"
show"no"systemaZc"variaZon"with"changing"temperature."Analysis"emulates"that"conducted"by"[2]"on"asteroid"433"Eros."Fine"dashed"lines"indicate".9N1.4"micron"
wavelength"range"analyzed"for"asteroid"433"Eros"("Fig."8b)."1"sigma"error"esZmated"to"be"[+/N".01]".3N.7"microns,"[+/N.04]".7N1.3"microns,"and"[+/N".06]"1.3N1.4"microns."b)$
Figure"edited"from"[2],"showing"systemaZc"variaZon"in"spectral"shape"with"varying"temperature"on"433"Eros"."Spectra"are"averaged"over"10"K"temperature"intervals,"
normalized"to"the"spectral"average"across"all"temperature"bins,"and"offset"by".0012"from"neighboring"spectra."Magnitude"of"reflectance"change"demonstrated"by"[2]"is"
smaller"than"1"sigma"error"esZmated"for"binned"mercury"reflectance"in"Fig."8a."c)$Binned"reflectance"spectra"from"Figure"8a,"raZoed"to"the"average"spectrum"across"all"
bins."Band"depth"at"1.05"microns"calculated"between".95N1.15"microns"reveals"no"correlaZon"between"spectral"shape"and"temperature."d)$Mg"olivine"reflectance"spectra"
collected"between"333KN550K,"binned"into"10K"temperature"intervals,"averaged,"smoothed,"and"raZoed"to"the"spectral"average"across"all"bins,"to"display"variaZon"in"
shape"of"iron"absorpZon"band"in"olivine"with"temperature."Clear"variaZon"in"spectral"shape/band"depth"with"temperature"is"apparent.""

Figure$8.$$

Figure$7.$

333$K$$

550$K$$

a)$

b)$

c)$

d)$

Figure"from"[7],"illustraZng"the"longwave"effects"of"thermal"
emission"on"reflectance"at"the"surface"of"Mercury.""

No"thermal"
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706"K"thermal"
component"
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